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A word

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND THE
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dear members,
Dear partners,
Once again this year, we have pursued our mission to represent the interests of our members. We were
constantly on the forefront, representing the Native Friendship Centres at different levels of government
and with our partners in civil society. More specifically, our interventions at the Public Inquiry
Commission on relations between Indigenous Peoples and certain public services in Québec allowed us
to shed light on Indigenous realities in the cities of Quebec, as well as promote our collective efforts as
the Native Friendship Centre Movement.
As a provincial Friendship Centre association, our ambition is to offer constant and relevant support
towards the development of first line urban services dedicated to Indigenous people. This annual report
testifies to our commitment towards our member organizations and the urban Indigenous population.
Over the last fiscal year, we began a developmental evaluation process of our methods of providing
support to our members. Internally, we took a closer look at how we do things in order to optimize
management based on results.
In fact, the challenge for the organization in the coming years will be to ensure that we are able to
navigate through change, adapt to various contexts, while having the capacity to interpret a constantly
changing environment. It becomes essential for an organization such as the RCAAQ to maintain its
efficiency, and aspire to high expectations and standards that we will have collectively established in a
spirit of continuing improvement. Therefore, the RCAAQ will maintain the course towards the
consolidation of services development and the development of partnerships, in respect of our
Indigenous values and to meet the emerging needs on the field, which constantly guide our actions.
It is with great satisfaction that we come to the close of the 2017-2018 year and we would like to
highlight the hard work of the RCAAQ team, the members of the board of directors, and the volunteers
involved with the Native Friendship Centre Movement. Each and every one of you contributes to the
accomplishment of this mission which motivates us all.
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Christine Jean
President

Tanya Sirois
Executive Director

Submitted

three

position papers
to the Government of Quebec
Native Friendship Centres
and
provincial associations
within Canada

by and for
Indigenous citizens

Native Friendship
Centres members
in Quebec

visits

to the Native Friendship
Centres in Quebec
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Mission
The RCAAQ advocates for the
rights and interests of urban
Indigenous individuals and
communities, and actively
supports the development
of Native Friendship
Centres, which gather urban
Indigenous people, provide
them with culturally relevant
services and contribute to
harmony between peoples
by promoting Indigenous
cultures.
The RCAAQ and the Native
Friendship Centres are
Indigenous, democratic and
non-partisan organizations.
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The Regroupement des centres d’amitié autochtones du Québec
(RCAAQ) is a provincial association fighting for the rights and
interests of Indigenous citizens living in cities across the province
and supporting Quebec’s Native Friendship Centres. In carrying
out its unifying mission, the RCAAQ has an overall understanding
of the issues and challenges faced by Indigenous people dealing
with urban realities.
The RCAAQ provides a coordinated structure and a space for
discussion for Native Friendship Centres with a shared mission,
but operating in different environments and contexts. Indeed, the
autonomy of the Native Friendship Centres is a source of strength
for the Movement since it ensures each organization is firmly
anchored in the community it serves and meets the cultural needs
for local services.

Organizational
structure
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
as at March 31, 2018

Christine Jean, Chair
France Robertson, Vice-chair
Philippe Meilleur, Secretary-Treasurer
Sandy McGuire, Member
Rebecca Moore, Member
Jonathan Pinette-Grégoire, Member
Jo-Ann Toulouse, Member
Mélanie Boivin, Member
Charlotte Commonda, Member
Dominique Rankin, Elder
Oscar Kistabish, Elder

STAFF

as at March 31, 2018

The Board
of Directors
met
in
2017–2018.

4
times

Tanya Sirois, Executive Director
Claudie Paul, Services Director
Josée Potvin, Administrative Assistant
Joannie Caron, Communications Advisor
Audrey Pinsonneault, Coordinator of Research and Continuous Improvement
Guillaume Gingras, Governance and Administration Advisor
Marie-Pierre Lainé, Skills Development and Employability Advisor
Jean-François Côté, Projects and Programs Coordinator
Jacinthe Poulin, Health and Social Services Advisor
Amélie Lainé, Education Advisor
Guillaume Giroux, Coordinator of Youth and Elders
Mélodie Fontaine-Jourdain, Accounting Technician
Mikis Allyson Jean-Hébert, Support Clerk

The
Committee of
directors
met
times.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1

To be a leader of urban Indigenous civil society
Including Indigenous workers in Quebec companies

A new
and innovative
project to
promote the
inclusion of
Indigenous
workers

The year 2017–2018 saw an innovative partnership form in a project to foster
the inclusion of Indigenous workers in Quebec companies.
Key labor market indicators show that Indigenous people are less likely than
non-Indigenous people to be employed in Quebec. Given the context of
current and future labor scarcity, it is essential to put in place innovative
projects to encourage the participation of all in the labor market. To this end,
the RCAAQ has, among other things, partnered with the Conseil du patronat
du Québec and the Alliance des centres-conseils to create changes in order to
optimize professional inclusion and retention employment of Indigenous
people in Quebec.
Being carried out over a three-year period, project is divided into three phases:
1. Status report on Quebec employers and Indigenous workers and their
needs
2. Implementation of pilot projects and strategic initiatives
3. Transfer of learning and tools

At the end of this ambitious project, significant advances are expected in Indigenous employability that may
address the current labour shortage.

Indigenous youth strategy
As part of the first year of implementation of the 2017-2022 Indigenous Youth Action Strategy, the RCAAQ
has carried out an innovative project for young people who have registered under the theme: culture and
community mobilization.
Since the policy was implemented, the RCAAQ has taken action in the following ways:
• The RCAAQ went to meet more than 160 young people and 65 Elders in the
Friendship Centres across Quebec.
• Local initiatives were put in place to promote contact and networking between
Stratégie
Indigenous youth and Elders.
d’action
jeunesse
• An anti-racism and anti-discrimination campaign was put in place. This campaign
autochtone
illustrates our commitment to involving Indigenous youth in strengthening their
identity and guiding their efforts to become actors of change within urban
Indigenous civil society.
• An update of the specific needs of urban Indigenous youth has been done in
collaboration with the Friendship Centres.
• The RCAAQ began its review of a civic participation program for Indigenous youth
involved in the Native Friendship Centre Movement.
2017-2022

Nous sommes la génération
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du changement. Nous créons

un avenir meilleur pour nos familles

et nos collectivités.

Work on all of these initiatives was undertaken in 2017–2018 and will continue next year to preserve
Indigenous youths’ key role in the RCAAQ’s anti-racism and anti-discrimination activities with an aim to
social transformation and greater inclusion of Indigenous values and cultures in urban settings.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1
Service accessibility roundtables for urban Indigenous citizens
This initiative continued in 2017-2018 through the Central Coordinating Table and Local Tables. Provincial
and local actors remain engaged in the health and social services, employment, public safety, education and
higher education sectors.
This multi-year initiative ties in with the Quebec 2017-2022 Government Action Plan for the Social and
Cultural Development of the First Nations and Inuit.
As regards the local roundtables, work is continuing in the two designated cities of Sept Îles and Maniwaki.
Actors in the Mauricie and Centre-du-Québec regions and in the Regional County Municipality of La Valléede-l’Or opted for an implementation model designed to cover most of the territory in which urban
Indigenous citizens live.
Local actors acknowledge the importance and relevance of
service accessibility in urban areas for Indigenous citizens, as
evidenced by the 12 local meetings held over the year. Sector
sub committees were put in place in certain local roundtables
to optimize partners’ work.
All of the local tables underwent cultural safety training to
gain familiarity with this approach, which underpins this
social intervention initiative.
The RCAAQ continued to be involved with the Quebec
Ministère de la Santé et des Services sociaux, the Secrétariat
aux affaires autochtones and the Centre intégré universitaire
en santé et services sociaux du Centre-Sud-de-l’Île-deMontréal with a view to rolling out a model local table for
health and social services accessibility in Montréal. The
launch of this process, which is adapted to Montréal’s
specific realities, required several preparatory meetings.
In 2017–2018, three meetings were attended in Montréal by
health and social services network representatives and
Indigenous
and
non-Indigenous
service
provider
organizations.

The central
coordination table

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1

VICTIMS:
KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!
Legal Information Guide
For Interveners
in Native Friendship
Centres in Québec

Victims, know your rights!
Supported by Quebec’s Ministère de la Justice du Québec, the RCAAQ completed an
information and awareness-raising project for victims and their families.
In collaboration with Éducaloi, a legal information guide was produced for Native Friendship
Centre stakeholders and distributed locally, along with three video clips and several
promotional tools.

Knowledge transfer from New Zealand’s Maoris
In November 2017, 5 delegates from the Native Friendship Centre Movement traveled to Auckland, New
Zealand, to learn Maori expertise. The delegation was received by members of the Maori organization Te
Whanau O Waipareira, as part of a knowledge transfer of their culturally relevant and safe approach.
This mission was also sought to share knowledge about innovative research methods in an Indigenous
context. The participants noted that despite the geographic distance separating the two organizations both
work actively to improve the quality of life of urban Indigenous citizens, and the urban realities and issues
facing the Maoris in New Zealand and those facing the First Peoples in Quebec have many similarities.
During the mission, presentations by the Te Whanau O Waipareira team and on-site visits by service
providers were an opportunity for participants to familiarize themselves with the various manifestations of
a culturally and socially safe approach.

“Their cultural safety approach is truly applied, and their services are developed
by and for Maoris. But if the people seeking services are from a non-Maori
nation, they adapt their approaches and services to its values and needs.»
— Tina Mapachee, stakeholder, Val-d’Or Native Friendship Centre.

This exploratory mission was supported by Offices jeunesse internationaux du Québec (LOJIQ) and the Reseau de recherche DIALOG
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2
To better understand the realities Indigenous
citizens face in urban areas
Public activities and participation
May 4–5, 2017: Sommet sur l’éducation à la petite enfance, Montréal
June 1, 2017: Brainstorming on the Ministère de la Sécurité publique’s Crime
Prevention Policy
June 6, 2017: Discussion on Indigenous academic success organized by the Fédération
des CEGEPS, Wendake
June 8, 2017: Public Inquiry Commission on relations between Indigenous Peoples
and certain public services in Quebec, Val-d’Or
June 14, 2017: Discussion on the assessment organized by Avenir d’Enfants,
Drummondville
June 15, 2017: Workshop on community research ethics, Ottawa
July 22–24, 2017: Aboriginal Youth Forum, Montréal
July 25–29, 2017: Annual general meeting, National Association of Native Friendship
Centres, Montréal
September 18, 2017: Graduate course on urban Indigenous issues, INRS Montréal,
Montréal
September 19, 2017: Brainstorming on the legalization of cannabis, Québec City
September 24–28, 2017: Seminar on equity in research at the Pathways Annual
Gathering, Whitehorse, Yukon
September 26, 2017: Public consultation of youth on cannabis regulation by the Government of Quebec,
Quebec City
September 28, 2017: Consultation for the Secrétariat aux aînés 2018–2023 action plan, Aging and Living
Together, Québec City
September 29, 2017: Consultation on cannabis regulation in Quebec, Québec City
October 4, 2017: Consultation on INSPQ programming, Québec City
October 10–12, 2017: Seminar by the Université du Québec à Chicoutimi on school attendance and
academic success among the First Nations, Québec City
October 19–20, 2017: Colloque national en itinérance: responsabilités collectives et pratiques croisées,
Montréal
October 25, 2017: The Quebec Ministère de l’Éducation et de l’Enseignement supérieur’ Table nationale sur
la réussite éducative des élèves autochtones, Québec City
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2

Position papers
OCTOBER 2017
Pour l’amélioration des conditions
de vie des Aînés autochtones dans
les villes, submitted to the
Quebec Ministère de la Famille as
part of the development of the
2018–2023 Action Plan stemming
from the policy Aging and Living
Together At Home and In the
Community in Quebec.

October 26–27, 2017: Second testimony for the Public Inquiry
Commission on relations between Indigenous Peoples and certain public
services in Quebec, Val-d’Or
November 8–10, 2017: 38th convention of the Société de criminologie du
Québec (SCQ), Saint Sauveur
November 16, 2017: Sixth national meeting of the Regroupement des
organismes communautaires québécois en lutte au décrochage (ROCQLD),
Québec City
November 16, 2017: Launch of the Grande semaine des tout-petits,
Montréal
November 20–24 2017: Knowledge transfer mission with the Maori in
Auckland, New Zealand
November 30, 2017: Conference on the future of linguistic duality,
organized by the Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages,
Montréal
December 5, 2017: Working day on the Quebec Ministère de l’Éducation
et de l’Enseignement supérieur’s post-secondary education strategy for First
Nations and Inuit, Montréal
December 14, 2017: The Government of Quebec’s Forum on Sexual
Assault and Harassment, Québec City

NOVEMBER 2017
La création d’un institut national
d’excellence en éducation et la
spécificité autochtone urbaine
submitted to the task force on
Policy on Educational Success: A
Love of Learning,
A Chance to Succeed.
MARCH 2018
Position paper on vocation
training submitted to the Quebec
Ministère de l’Éducation et de
l’Enseignement supérieu

December 14–15, 2017: Conference on the future of communities and
collective action, Montréal
January 16, 2018: Launch of the Government of Quebec’s Strategy for
Children from Birth of Age 8, Québec City
January 17–18, 2018: Training for regional coordinators on the state of
homelessness, Montréal
February 5–6, 2018: Brainstorming on the Quebec Ministère de
l’Éducation et de l’Enseignement supérieur’s vocational training, Québec
City
February 13, 2018: Standing Committee on the Status of Women at the
House of Commons as part of its study on Indigenous women in the
federal legal and correctional systems, Ottawa
February 13, 2018: Consultation of the First Nations in preparation for
the G7 Summit, Wendake
March 27–29, 2018: First Nations Forum on Sexual Assault, Québec City

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3
To ensure a united and dynamic Movement

Skills and knowledge development
For the second consecutive year, the Indigenous youth
program My Strengths, My Skills was presented in seven
Native Friendship Centres (Joliette, La Tuque, Montréal,
Senneterre, Sept Îles, Val-d’Or and Roberval).
Stemming from collaboration between the RCAAQ and the
Quebec Ministère du Travail, de l’Emploi et de la Solidarité
sociale, this program is designed to offer personalized
guidance to Indigenous urban youth who come up against
barriers to employment. By improving their well-being, it aims
to help them integrate the labour market and maintain their
social-professional status.
In 2017–2018, over 50 participants benefited from this
personalized guidance. They developed essential skills and
knowledge in the goal of fully participating in the labour
market or carrying out a life project.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3

Mamu Atussetau
Mamu Atussetau is the mobilization strategy selected by
Quebec’s Native Friendship Centre Movement in support of
strategic development and improved services for urban
Indigenous people. This strategy focuses on enhanced
collaboration within the Movement, RCAAQ guidance
geared towards the Native Friendship Centres and the
development of spaces for sharing, dialogue and
collaboration. The strategy is therefore also aimed at
strengthening our collective capacities and transforming our
methods.

Desired results from Mamu Atussetau
A continuum of culturally relevant and safe services is
•
offered in each Native Friendship Centre, in keeping with
the collective vision and the specific context of each urban
area.
 he capacity of the Native Friendship Centres and the
•T
Movement to ensure strategic development and
continuous service improvements has been increased.
 he pooling of winning practices, together with dialogue
•T
and collaboration within the Movement, is incorporated
into our processes.
During the initial rollout year, the strategy provided a means
for experimenting with and evaluating processes.
Mobilization agents hired by Native Friendship Centres
formed a provincial team, coordinated by the RCAAQ. This
team focused on developing assessment tools for each
Native Friendship Centre based on an early childhood
intervention guide and various work processes.
After taking stock of this inaugural year, however, the
RCAAQ made significant modifications to the structure and
operations of Mamu Atussetau, and the strategy’s role
within the Movement.

Various meetings were
held in connection with the
Mamu Atussetau Strategy:

Over 20
meetings

were held to plan, coordinate and
evaluate the strategy
implementation activities.

4 provincial
meetings

were held with local stakeholders.

10 meetings
were held by
videoconference

to facilitate the shared
development of tools and transfers
of information.

Weekly
meetings

were held with the
RCAAQ’s team of advisors.
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To facilitate the mobilization of Movement-affiliated
organizations around this strategy and improve progress
toward the desired results, the following implementation
model was suggested:
• E
 ach Native Friendship Centre is twinned with an
RCAAQ advisor responsible for providing overall
accompaniment. This new process means that advisors
are more present on the ground and can acquire an indepth understanding of the realities, needs, priorities
and challenges facing the Native Friendship Centres
they are advising. That way, the Centres receive
personalized guidance.
• T
 he number of collaborative venues is growing and
experiments are being conducted on new ways of
working together. The RCAAQ is implementing various
projects, including the creation of an intervention guide
for Native Friendship Centres seeking to invest in group
learning, reflect on our practices and undertake
common initiatives.
• RCAAQ staff is playing an increasingly important role.
Our advisors-agents are supported in their work by the
entire staff, which has solid expertise in various areas
(health, social services, education, employability,
justice, social economy, continuous improvement,
governance, etc.).
This proposal is enabling the Movement to better
integrate the strategy’s objectives. It appears promising,
particularly for enhanced collaboration and the
sustainability of the changes made. The strategy rollout is
documented and evaluated so as to facilitate ongoing
analysis of our progress, identify required adjustments
and formalize our learning processes.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3
Governance training
For many years, the RCAAQ has worked with member Native Friendship
Centres to continuously improve their governance and management
practices. This collective effort draws on the core values and principles set
out in the Quebec Native Friendship Centre Movement’s Charter of Unity,
adopted in 2016.

Profile of the
Movement’s board
members
Individuals who volunteer
as board members have

known their Friendship
Centres for an average
of 19 years.

Of the board members
contacted, 71% had

prior board experience.

Board members are
employed (43%), retired
(29%), and students and/or
entrepreneurs (7%).

Among the various tools available, a training activity was set up for the
unpaid members of the respective Native Friendship Centre boards. This
three-part activity was developed in partnership with non-profit-organization
governance specialists.
It sought to develop unpaid board members’ skills in the following areas:
• Leadership: The importance of being motivated to influence one’s
living environment
• Definition of roles: The necessity of clearly defining roles and ensuring
that board members understand their obligations and responsibilities
• Planning: The necessity of clearly understanding the board’s strategic
planning role
• Evaluation: The development of performance evaluation reflexes to
gauge the board’s and the management staff’s effectiveness
• Recruitment: The challenges of recruiting and retaining competent
board members
• Efficiency: The importance of running timely meetings to carry out the
board’s mandate
An inaugural tour of member Native Friendship Centres was undertaken in
2017–2018, during which 30 board members were in attendance.
This year, the RCAAQ helped the Native Friendship Centres develop and
update 11 policies and regulations, in addition to developing the strategic
planning process.

Native Friendship
Centre board members
underwent sound
governance training
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“Very satisfied and pleased! This training activity gave me an
opportunity to learn more about my role as a board member. I would
like to take part in other activities.”
—Training participant
“This activity allowed me to get accustomed to the board functions
and obligations I and the Native Friendship Centre employees must
assume in carrying out our respective duties.”
—Training participant

ORIENTATION 1

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3
Learning support
This year, the Government of Quebec recognized the Native Friendship Centres’
mediation and liaison work in education within the provincial school network, and
our vision of developing a service continuum.
This recognition will enable us to consolidate high-quality educational services
and, among other things, forge links between Native Friendship Centres, schools,
parents and, in certain cases, Indigenous communities. The learning support
services and activities the Native Friendship Centres offer help keep Indigenous
students in school.
We are also enhancing the service we offer member Friendship Centres with postsecondary institutions on their territories. Their most pressing needs are for advice
on the issues of school-family balance and finding daycare services, health and
social services and housing, in particular, though organizing family-oriented
cultural activities and educating school systems about this clientele’s realities are also wide-spread needs.
This recognition encompasses the RCAAQ’s provincial coordination role, in which it oversees project
implementation, monitors programming, develops tools for stakeholders, shares expertise, communicates
with various actors, carries out evaluations and maintains links with various partners.

Early childhood
Indigenous children’s participation in culturally relevant programs has been shown to help reduce the gap
between their health and educational results and those of other children. The implementation of Aboriginal
Heads Start in Urban and Northern Communities (AHSUNC) in Joliette, Sept-Îles and Roberval is focused
on the healthy development of pre-school age Indigenous children by addressing their emotional, social,
intellectual, spiritual and physical needs. Once again this year, Indigenous families benefited from a broad
array of cultural, social and recreational activities.

Trois-Rivières service point becomes a Native Friendship Centre
Formerly affiliated with the Centre d’amitié autochtone de La Tuque, the Trois-Rivi￨res service point
became a full member Native Friendship Centre of the RCAAQ. Since opening in 2013, the Service
Point served the growing Indigenous population coming to Trois-Rivières to settle or study.

Maison communautaire Missinak and its MAMUK multi-service centre
Managed by the Maison communautaire Missinak, the new MAMUK multi-service centre is located
in the Charlesbourg borough of Québec City. The Centre MAMUK joined RCAAQ given its shared
mission to offer services to improve the living conditions of Indigenous people, promote Indigenous
culture and build bridges between peoples.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3
AHSUNC regional training
The RCAAQ hosted the Aboriginal Heads Start in Urban and Northern
Communities (AHSUNC) regional training activity on education intervention
with urban Indigenous families. Over 30 stakeholders from Native Friendship
Centres and Indigenous childcare centres in Quebec were in attendance. This
activity was the opportunity to discuss culturally safe accompaniment of
Indigenous children and families, and professional ethics.
This training also allowed us to reissue the animation guide we developed in
2013 as part of the program to support the psychomotor development of
Indigenous children aged 0 to 5 years. It is a kit for stimulating physical
development and motor skills for toddlers that showcases elements of
Indigenous cultures. It contains a wealth of suggestions for group activities as
well as the materials needed to carry them out. This kit will allow practitioners
to better integrate physical activity and psychomotor skills into their day-today work with young children.

Guide to support intervention work
Photo credit: CAALSJ
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We also began developing an intervention guide to support
stakeholders’ work. This guide will provide agents with tools
to better identify the cultural specificities of urban
Indigenous families. It will also improve workers’
understanding of the main issues this clientele faces and
enhance their activities. The guide will feature a participatory
approach combining scientific knowledge and inspirational
practices from the field. It will also include strategies for
assisting stakeholders with intervention techniques in
response to the issues they encounter.

Photo credit: CAAVD
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APPENDIX 1 - Facts and figures
SOURCE OF FUNDS
Other funders
Provincial
ministries

25%

8%

2%

65%

Federal
ministries

Total revenues: $ 5 002 448

FUNDS

External
fees

8% 6%
9%

Administration

Payroll

14%

stribution
Official
languages
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Self-funding

2%

Travel and
meeting
expenses

61%
Redistribution

Total amount redistributed in 2017-2018: $ 3 002 997

ADMINISTRATION OF THE RCAAQ
Official languages
Travel and
meeting expenses

5%

15%
Administration

24%

20%
External fees

36%
Payroll

Total administration costs: $ 1 974 179
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APPENDIX 2 - Charter of Unity
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Friendship Centre Movement

The Charter of Unity expresses the vision, values and common aspirations of the Native Friendship Centres and the Regroupement des
centres d’amitié autochtones du Québec. It also lays out their mutual commitments.
OUR MOVEMENT’S DEFINING
ACTIONS
We, the Native Friendship Centres and the Regroupement
des centres d’amitié autochtones du Québec who compose
the Quebec Native Friendship Centre Movement, share a
vision and an identity that unite us. Our actions are by and
for Indigenous People.
Inclusion
We welcome and gather urban Indigenous people in all
their diversity.
We work in the goal of social inclusion.
We foster understanding and harmony between peoples
in a spirit of reconciliation.
Engagement
We facilitate an urban Indigenous community movement.
We proudly defend Indigenous rights and fight all forms of
exclusion, racism and discrimination.
We are incubators for Indigenous youth involvement.
Our approach
We are culturally relevant points of service and we offer
these services within a secure environment.
We guide Indigenous people using a holistic approach
that encompasses all dimensions of life and is in keeping
with the spirit of the Indigenous medicine wheel.
By encouraging personal and collective development,
our actions — ranging from basic needs to social
transformation — meet the urban Indigenous
community’s needs.
We encourage social innovation and our actions are in
keeping with a philosophy of popular education, stemming from the unicity of each individual’s experiences,
knowledge and skills.
We collaborate with many partners and do so with a
philosophy of sharing, equity and complementarity.

Cultural pride
We showcase Indigenous cultures.
We encourage and value our members’ traditional and
contemporary Indigenous identities.
We offer our members the means to express their cultures
in an urban setting.
We encourage the transmission of the knowledge,
teachings, and practices of our Elders.

AUTONOMY, COHESION,
SOLIDARITY AND COOPERATION:
OUR MOVEMENT’S CORE
Our Movement must combine our multiple identities with
the respect of their specificities. It must also see to our
Movement’s cohesion so that the work we undertake allows
us to accomplish our mission. To do so, we commit to meeting
the challenges before us.
We are receptive to the needs of urban Indigenous
communities and we help develop relevant responses to
these needs.
We consider that the autonomy of each Native
Friendship Centre is an essential strength to our
Movement; and that this strength facilitates
innovation, ensures rootedness in our communities,
and encourages the implementation of proximity
services tailored to specific realities.
We ensure the cohesion of our Movement by fostering
solidarity, which is necessary to our joint efforts and to
the achievement of common objectives.

A MODEL OF INDIGENOUS
GOVERNANCE: A SOURCE OF PRIDE
We, the Native Friendship Centres and the Regroupement
des centres d’amitié autochtones du Québec, democratically assume responsibility for the development and the
governance of our Movement in a spirit of collegiality,
loyalty, integrity, ethics and goodwill. Based on these values
and principles, we commit to:
Leading our Movement as democratic organizations that
respect members’ voices and seek consensus.
Guaranteeing accountability for the decisions
made and the responsibilities taken within our
organizations, which are accountable and liable to their
members.
Implementing participative management that will:
democratic Indigenous governance;
Elders and adults;
through mediation and reparation;
Offering all our members attentive support,
characterized by fair and impartial treatment.
Creating the conditions that allow our members
unrestricted and full participation in debate and the
Movement’s collective projects.
Respecting the agreements and the decisions made
within our Movement.

We communicate clearly, based on facts and
transparency.
We cooperate and encourage knowledge transfer
within the Movement.
We take mutual and reciprocal responsibility for each
other, as we consider that the well-being of each
person has an impact on the Movement as a whole.

“We have walked since time immemorial in search of a better life on this nurturing and welcoming Earth.
Supported and driven by our human values, guided by the wisdom of our Elders and the ardour of our youth,
we move forward step by step on a clear path of respect and of the love of life.
Along our journey, we established ourselves in urban centres to renew, strengthen and
unite in our quest for collective well-being.”
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